
ZGB, Full
431008

$1420.00
$1633.00 inc VAT

Product Description:

ZGB is designed for the toughest marathon conditions.
Built in versatility between single, pair and team.
 
Design Features
Multi-purpose design of breastplate and saddle, which allows the same harness to be used for single,
pair or team.
Breastplate and traces are all-in-one, with adjustment for  length made behind the horse. (More
accessible when driving multiples).
Tough 50mm traces with reinforced holes.
Choice of different trace endings to suit different types of carriages.
Moveable rein ring on wither, which can be lowered or raised to suit the head carriage and conformation
of individual horses.
Shaped, padded girth for extra comfort behind the elbow.
Independent hanging noseband, with detachable flash strap.
Saddle has moveable pads which can be positioned to suit   individual horse conformation.  Padding
extends down sides to minimise   bumping from shafts or other horses in a multiple.
 
Suitable for
Competition driving
Trainers, particularly those working from single to pair frequently.
Pleasure driving
Commercial driving
 
Materials
Fittings
Stainless steel throughout.  Fittings   are purpose designed for maximum strength and easy adjustment. 
The   special Zilco "rolling bar" buckle makes adjustment easy and minimises   wear.
Strapping
Zilco sealed strapping: a core of strong   web, sealed within a modern polymer to give the handling
qualities of   leather.  Yet easily cleaned and tremendously strong.



Bearing Surfaces
Breastplate linings are hard wearing foam covered in tough synthetic leather.
Safety & Convenience
Quick release fittings are included as   standard, to facilitate quick and easy harnessing for everyday  
convenience and for quick unharnessing in emergency situations.
Extra Options & Choices
Contact Gerald to discuss your personal requirements
 
ZGB can be supplied in standard sizes or a mixture of sizes to suit individual horses.
All individual parts are available separately.
Detachable colour trim can be supplied to suit marathon colours.
Maintenance
Wipe clean, or hose down.  Or tub wash   in warm soapy water.  Hang to dry.  Zilco harness always
maintains its   strength regardless of how wet or dirty it becomes from heavy use.
Carry & Storage Bag
Each harness set is packed in an   individual black deluxe leatherette carry bag with 3 external pockets  
for spares and accessories.



